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CHAPTER 4
S yn tactic  s tru c tu re  of the  se c re t  phonological p a tte rn s

It is obvious that the language of the Thai blind is different from the language 
used by other Bangkok Thai speakers. We have mentioned in C hapter 3 that the 
secret language of the Thai blind consists of a mixture of normal Thai words and 
words of their own invention. It is certain that they use normal Thai words in their 
conversations but som e words in their utterances are deviated from their natural 
forms in normal Thai. There is still a question of how they determine when they 
should use normal Thai words or words of their own invention in their utterances. เท 
this chapter, we will look at the syntactic structure of an occurrence of the secret 
sound patterns in the utterances of the Thai blind.

เท the preceding chapters, I have cited a variety of exam ples from the natural 
conversations of Thai blind. Those exam ples explicitly bring up a distinctive feature of 
the special language which needs further discussion. Those exam ples show that the 
Thai blind do not apply the secret sound patterns in every word in their conversations. 
Of course, there are certain rules governing the application of the secret sound 
patterns in the slot of a sentence in the speech of the Thai blind. The data provides 
evidence that there is a clear boundary in the separation of their u tterances into small 
units and applies the secret sound patterns with certain kinds of words in those units. 
It is apparent that the Thai blind apply their in-group phonological patterns with 
content words rather than function words in their utterances.

เท this chapter, we will first discuss the content and function words. Then, we 
will explore the syntactic structure of an occurrence of the secret sound patterns in an 
NP construction. Finally, we will proceed with a discussion of the occurrences of the 
sound patterns in a VP construction.

4.1 G eneral c o n c e p ts  concern in g  co n ten t and function  w ords

I have pointed out in Chapter 1 that Thai blind do not convert all words in their 
u tterances into their in-group sound patterns to convey secrets among their peer 
mem bers. The question of when they should transform the Thai words through the 
use of their in-group sound patterns and when they will retain the original forms 
remains. I hypothesized that the Thai blind will apply the secret sound patterns only 
with content words in the utterances. Before we discuss this point, let US discuss the
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two concepts, content and function words, and then we will apply these concepts in 
our analysis later on in this chapter.

We can classify words in a language into two categories: Content Words and 
Function Words. Function words are closed class words while content words are 
open class words.

Random Flouse W ebster's Electronic Dictionary and Thesaurus (1988) 
describes a content word as "a word, typically a noun, verb, adjective, or adverb that 
carries sem antic content, bearing reference to the world independently of its use 
within a particular sentence."

The dictionary defines a function word as "a word, such as a preposition, 
conjunction, or article, that chiefly expresses grammatical relationships and has little 
sem antic content of its own."

Generally, we cannot indicate whether a single word is a content word or a 
function word without examining its function in an utterance. The following table 
provides a rough sketch of each subclass of content and function words in English 
and also gives som e examples of the subclass.

Table 4.1 Types and examples of function words in English.
(Adapted from http://www.speech.psychol.ucl.ac.uk/training2/intro.htm)

CATEGORIES SUBCLASSES EXAMPLES
CONTENT WORDS NOUNS John, room, answer, Selby

ADJECTIVES happy, new, large, gray
FULL VERBS search, grow, hold, have
ADVERBS really, completely, very, also, 

enough
NUMERALS one, thousand, first
INTERJECTIONS eh, ugh, phew, well
YES/NO ANSWERS yes, no (as answers)

FUNCTION WORDS PREPOSITIONS of, at, in, without, between
PRONOUNS he, they, anybody, it, one
DETERMINERS the, a, that, my, more, much, 

either, neither
CONJUNCTIONS and, that, when, while, although, 

or
MODAL VERBS can, must, will, should, ought,

http://www.speech.psychol.ucl.ac.uk/training2/intro.htm
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need, used
AUXILIARY VERBS be (is, am, are), have, do
PARTICLES no, not, nor, as

It should be noted that the sam e lexical word can function as  either content or 
function word depending on its function in an utterance. Look at the following 
examples:

(1)
A: I have come to pick her up. (have" is a function word (auxiliary verb)).
B: They have three cars, (have" is a content word (full verb)).

A: One has one's own idea, (one" is a function word (pronoun)) 
ธ: She has one computer, (one" is a content word (numeral))

(3)
A: My friend has no more money, (no" is a function word (a negative PAR))
B: No. I am not coming, (no" is a content word (Yes/No answer))

Another point which I will raise here is that there are different perspectives in 
classifying content words and function words. For example, the word "no" which 
functions as appearinq in (3) B is viewed as function word (Fries 1952: 102-103).

4.2 S ec re t so u n d  p atterns in NP con stru c tio n s

Generally, an NP construction can occur before or after a verb or after a 
preposition, and play different syntactic roles in accordance with its occurrence in a 
sen tence. Also, the construction may contain a single or a series of words. The 
collected data gives evidence that the Thai blind usually modify the last word in the 
NP construction of their utterance. However, more than one word member in an NP 
construction may be transformed into a form of the secret sound patterns, depending 
on the sem antic content of that word member. Here are som e general principles in 
the application of words under this construction.

4.2.1 S ec re t so u n d  p atterns with m odifiers in NP construction
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As discussed earlier, the blind usually modify the last word with their in-group 
phonological patterns. เท a construction containing a head noun and its modifier (only 
one-word modifier was found in the data), the Thai blind usually leave the head noun 
alone, but apply the secret sound patterns with the modifier, instead. Let US look at 
the following example:

(4 ) /bà: khraj ca? m: wâ: แฆ์ะ
/bà: khraj ca? ru: wâ: I lu:
PAR who will know that you

ca? ma: ré:n lô:t?ü:t lâw /
ca? ma: ra:n ?๐:t lâw/
will come shop odd PAR

"Well! Who knows you will com e to Odd's shop."

We can see  that in the sen tence above, the word /?6:t/, the nam e of a person,
is a modifier of the head noun /rain/ in the NP construction. Obviously, the head noun
still takes its natural form in normal Thai, but the modifier under the sam e NP 
construction is transformed into /I6t?u:t/, as shown in (1).

The following illustrates the occurrence of the secret sound patterns as 
exemplified in (4) above.

Figure 4.1 Secret sound patterns with modifiers.
NP * NP

HEAD

M
▼

NORMAL
ré:n

MOD HEAD MOD

N/ADJ
l ไ

M
r

N/ADJ

SECRET SECRET NORMAL
lô:t?ü:t là:nrü:t ?6:t
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เท som e cases, however, the modifier still remains in standard Thai word form, 
but the word transformation occurs with the head noun. We will d iscuss this point in 
the next section.

4.2.2 S e c re t so u n d  p a tte rn s  with head  n o u n s

Generally, a noun with no modifier can occur in an NP construction. The data 
suggests that when that linguistic phenom enon takes place in the conversation of the 
Thai blind, the head noun of an NP construction is usually modified through the in
group sound patterns. Let US look at the following example:

/lék lâwkhû: mâj hën ma: ๒:j w â:/
/lék khâ:w mâj hën ma: ๒:] né?/
nam e rice not see corne PAR PAR

"Lek! Why has my food not been served yet?"

The extracted part of the conversation above is an example of an NP 
construction which does not contain a modifier. It should be noted that the word 
/khâ:พ / is the only m em ber of the NP construction which functions as  a subject of the
sentence. เท this case, the word is transformed through the application of the secret 
sound patterns. The blind speaker, therefore, u ses the word /lâwkhû:/ to replace the
word /khâ:w / in this type of construction.

Figure 4.2 Secret sound patterns with head nouns.

IMP * IMP

HEAD HEAD

SECRET
lâwkhû:

NORMAL
khâ:w
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เท addition, it is apparent that the Thai blind use their phonological patterns 
with a head noun which is regarded as improper for mention in the conversation— no 
matter whether those nouns appear alone or have a modifier in an NP construction. 
The data clearly suggests that they use words of their own invention with nouns which 
are prohibited in Thai society, especially among educated people or are tabooed in 
their group so as  to reduce the offensiveness to their listeners and, at the sam e time, 
conceal secrets from outsiders (see section 5.2). Let US consider the following 
example:

/....to :nni: man ca? ha: ma: dâ:j
/... to:nm : man ca? hâ: mia dâ:j

P resen tly he will find wife already

ทน: jar) mâj r Ü:/
riu: jar) mâj rü :/
or not yet not know

"I don't know w hether he can find som eone to be his wife now."

The word /m a:/ is derived from the word /mia/ (= "wife" in normal Thai) which
is a noun. เท (6), this word functions as the head of the NP construction. Generally, 
Thai people do not use the word /mia/ in public, but use other words such as
/phanrà?ja :/ or /fæ :n / as its euphemism. The blind also avoid using the taboo word
/m i:a/ by deviating the sound of the normal Thai word. They usually use the word
/m a:/ a s  a euphem ism  to refer to word "wife" among themselves.

There are a variety of words which takes such a linguistic action as  illustrated 
in (6). The reason why such constructions occur in their speech is quite simple. There 
are a variety of taboo words in normal Thai acting as nouns in sen tences. To 
pronounce those words in public is usually regarded to be improper. To avoid the 
direct u tterances of the words, the Thai blind create in-group euphem ism s by 
modifying the taboo words using the in-group phonological patterns. Consequently, 
there are a lot of NP constructions having head nouns derived from the modification 
of sounds of the source taboo words in the conversation of blind speakers.
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Not only do the Thai blind apply their in-group phonological patterns with Thai 
tabooed words but they also transform Thai euphem ism s into their secret sound 
patterns. The data suggests further that they also modify the head noun which are 
euphem ism s in Thai to reduce the offensiveness of the intradicted objects or actions 
especially for concealing their secrets from their outside mem bers. Undoubtedly, we 
will see  a lot of head nouns as such in NP constructions in the special language of the 
Thai blind.

Figure 4.3 Secret sound patterns in head nouns containing taboo content.

NP * NP

HEAD HEAD

N N

(+TABOO/+EUPHEMISTIC) (+TABOO/+EUPHEMISTIC)

SECRET NORMAL
m a: mia

As discussed in the previous section, the Thai blind usually leave the head 
noun unchanged, but apply a modifier of an NP with their phonological patterns. Yet, 
in som e cases, a head noun is, in turn, transformed into secret patterns while a 
modifier remains in its original Thai form. For a clearer insight of this syntactic pattern, 
let us look at the following example.
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(7) /m a: man ทา: paj nâj ?âw/
/mi:a man ทา: paj nëj là?/
wife he escape go where PAR

"Where did his wife go after escaping from him?"

There are som e circum stances where a modifier in an NP construction still 
takes the original form. เท an NP construction in which a modifier is a pronoun, 
especially in the genitive case, that pronoun still takes its natural form, but the head 
noun is modified, instead. As shown in (7), we can see  that the word /m a:/ is modified
by using the secret sound pattern, but the word /m an/ (informally used to m ean his or
her in Thai) still takes the form of the original Thai word.

It may be unclear from this standpoint that the modifier, a s  illustrated in (7), 
has an impact on the modification of a head noun in the NP construction. It may be 
argued that the word /m a:/ is not affected by the occurrence of a genitive-case
pronoun in an NP construction but by the word /m a:/ itself which is derived from a
tabooed word /m i:a/ in Thai. Such an argument is not wrong. From the data,
however, there are som e NP constructions containing head nouns which are not 
tabooed words and its modifiers are pronouns in the genitive case, still, the head 
nouns are transformed into the secret sound patterns. This point can be clarified by 
the following example:

/mâj næ : ra?cé:n khaw ?à:tcà? sà :kà :pà :
/m âj naê: rà:n khaw ?à:tcà? sà :kà :pà :

not sure shop he maybe dirty

ทาâ:k kwà: kô:dâ:j/
mâ:k kwà: kô:dâ:j/

much COMPARATIVE AUX
"His shop may be dirty, I think."

The head noun of the NP construction in the above example contains the 
word /ra?cé:n/, equivalent to /ra :ท/, meaning "shop" in normal Thai. Semantically, this
word is not a tabooed word but it still takes the form of the secret sound pattern. Most
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NP constructions in the data clearly suggest that when an NP containing a head noun 
with a pronoun modifier appears the head noun usually takes the linguistic form 
constructed from the secret sound patterns but the pronoun of a genitive case  acting 
as  a modifier of an NP construction still takes its regular form in normal Thai.

Figure 4.4 Secret sound patterns with head nouns in NP constructions 
containing pronoun modifiers.

NP

HEAD

N

1
SECRET
rà ? c â :n

MOD

PRON

7
NORMAL

khéw

* NP

HEAD

NI
NORMAL 

ré ะ ท

MOD

PRON

7
SECRET

khàcâw

Still, there are a few points that should be em phasized here. Besides a 
pronoun in genitive case  as discussed earlier, a pronoun in the nominative case  
(acting as  a head noun in an NP construction is never modified through the 
application of the secret sound patterns. Let US look at the following example:

/Itu: càp w e:la: di? ?âw man
/Iuj: cap w e:la: รา? man
you catch time PAR PAR It
rà?cew maj ha:/
rew ทา aj ท à?/
fast PAR PAR

"Could you time it if it is long enough?"

เท the conversation, the two blind interlocutors are discussing the food that 
they have ordered. One blind man suspects that the vendor may serve them leftover, 
so he tells the other man to verify that the time of cooking is sufficient.
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W e can see  from the above data that the utterance contains two NPs which 
have pronouns acting as head nouns: The first pronoun /lw :/ is used as  a second-
person pronoun (the hearer) while the other pronoun /m an/ is used to refer to the
cooking. The data shows that if there is a pronoun inside an NP construction, the 
pronoun is usually left unchanged in its natural form in normal Thai.

Figure 4.5 Normal Thai with pronouns.

NP * NP

HEAD

PRON

STANDARD
liu:

HEAD

PRON

SECRET
là?ciû:

Additionally, the collected data indicates that som e kinship term s and the 
nam es used a s  first and second personal pronouns are always left unchanged, i.e., 
they still take their natural word forms in normal Thai. However, the nam e of the third 
person is usually modified through the application of the secret sound patterns, simply 
for the purpose of hiding secrets from outsiders. Let US com pare the following NP 
constructions in (10) and (11) below:

/toklog phfi: chat cà? paj ruj; plà:w
/toklor] phi: chat cà? paj rtu: plà:w
Agree brother Chat will go or not

ha: paj s u j : m üan sà: kan/
là? paj SLÜ: mtian sék kan/
PAR go buy cassette sex together
"Will you go with m e? Let's go to buy a cassette  of sex sounds together."
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/phi: bà?ci: rà?cu: rà?cuûar] riü: jar) hâ:/
/phi: bi: rü ะ rcûaQ rtû: jar) là?/
Brother Bee know matter or not yet PAR
"Did brother Bee know about this matter?"

เท everyday conversations, som e Thai speakers use the nam e of a person as 
a first or second person pronoun to show intimacy. The NP/phi: chat/ in (10), for

example, is used as  a second person pronoun to address the listener. The data 
shows that when this type of NP takes place in the conversation of the Thai blind, the 
NP rem ains in its normal Thai form because the first and second personal pronouns 
are considered as  given information, apparently known to the conversational 
participants and can not be disguised. On the other hand, the nam e of the third 
person is usually mentioned among blind speakers in their in-group phonological 
patterns since the nam es of the third persons are regarded a s  new information and 
can be disguised from the out group mem bers (see section 5.1). เท (11), the 
/püi:bà?ci:/, derived from /phi: bi:/, is in the form of the secret sound pattern since

the speaker does not want outsiders to know whom he is gossiping about.
It should be noted that the secret sound patterns in NP constructions alone 

are inadequate to keep the Thai blind in their private world. To ensure their security 
from not being intruded upon by outsiders, som e words in VP constructions must be 
deviated from their normal forms. เท the next section, we will d iscuss the occurrences 
of the secret sound patterns with those words in VP constructions.

4.3 S ec re t so u n d  p a tte rn s  in VP co n s tru c tio n s

เท the previous section, we discussed the application of secret sound patterns 
with an NP construction. Yet, the data suggests that the sound patterns also occur 
with VP constructions also. เท this section, we will d iscuss the occurrence of the in
group sound patterns within this construction.

4.3.1 S ec re t so u n d  pattern  with main v erbs

Verbs are regarded as one of the most crucial com ponents in a sen tence 
since it is a com ponent which sta tes an action, state, etc. of the subject of a sentence. 
As far a s  the secrets are concerned, the com ponent is a sem antic entity which should
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not be open to outsiders. Also, certain verbs should not be stated directly among the 
in-group m em bers since those words may refer to a state or action which are tabooed 
in Thai society or the blind communities.

The data suggests that the Thai blind usually apply in-group sound patterns 
with the main verb in a VP construction. Such linguistic phenom enon is dem onstrated 
by the following example:

/phi: bà?ci: ra?cu: ra?ciûag ทน: jag ha:/
/phi: bi: rü: riûag ทน: jag ha:/
brother Bee know matter or not yet PAR

"Did brother Bee knows about this matter?" 

Figure 4.6 Secret sound patterns with main verbs.

VP * VP

MAIN VERB MAIN VERB

SECRET STANDARD
rà?cü: rü:

It should be noted that the extracted part of the conversation above is not 
sufficient to exemplify the linguistic process which occurs with a main verb since the 
sen tence consists of only a single verb in the VP construction. It is apparent that in a 
sen tence containing more than one verb, the main verb of a sen tence is still modified 
through the application of the secret sound patterns while other verbs such as pre
verbs, post-verbs or AUX verbs remain in their original forms.

Before we proceed with our discussion, let US look at the following utterances 
recorded from the conversations of som e sampled groups:
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(13) /h©:j laé:w I lu: ca? paj lujachon
/ha:j laé:w I lu: ca? paj chiûa
we Then you will go believe

lèkdorg man dâ:j jaggaj law/
dèk man dâ:j jaggaj là?/
child he can how PAR
"Well! How can you believe what the child tell you?"

/lui: lo:kog paj k'i: lé?khogli:dog laé:w
/I lu: ko: paj k'i: kha?di: laé:w
you make go how many mistakes already

เบน: lé?jog kwà: ?ua jag/
I lu: j§? kwà: ?ua jag/
you many comparative I not yet
"How many mistakes did you make? Did you make more mistakes than me?"

Obviously, the main verbs in (10) and (11) are still in the form of a secret sound 
pattern; however, there is a clear distinction between the two utterances. Let US see  
the occurrences of the word /paj/ in the two items above. W e can see  that the word
/paj/ in (13) precedes the main verb /lûiachog/ (derived from /chiûa/, meaning "to
believe" in normal Thai) while this word com es after the main verb /loikor)/ (equivalent
to the word /ko:/, meaning "to make" in normal Thai) in (14).

Panupong (1990: 59-60) defines the word occurring in the position prior to a 
main verb as  a "pre-verb". According to her analysis, words falling under this class 
include the following two words: /paj/ and /m a:/. Panupong also defines the word
occurring in the position after a main verb as a "post-verb". เท her view, post-verbs 
include the following words: /paj/, /ma:/, /khiLin/, /lor)/, /khâw/, /?o:k/, /sia/, /waj/,
/?aw/, /hâj/ and /du:/. Notably, she counts these two word c lasses  as function words.

It is clear from this stand point that pre-verbs and post-verbs of the sen tences in 
the natural speech  of the Thai blind are usually left unchanged; in turn, the regular
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sounds in the main verbs are generally transformed into the secret sound patterns, 
instead. The following illustrates the occurrence of the secret sound patterns in this 
type of construction.

Figure 4.7 Secret sound patterns with main verbs.

VP

PRE-VERB MAIN VERB POST-VERB

T
NORMAL

paj
SECRET NORMAL

liûachoQ ( see  (13))
lo:kor) paj (see (14))

* VP

PRE-VERB MAIN VERB POST-VERB

T
SECRET NORMAL SECRET
pà?caj chiûa (see (13))

ko: pà? ca j (see  (14))
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The data also suggests that AUX verbs occurring in the speech of the Thai 
blind usually take their natural forms in standard Thai. Let US look at the following 
example:

/ kæ: cà? lagfog naj loghog wâ: lajkhog
/kæ : cà? fag naj hôg wâ: khraj
she will listen in room that who

w â: jaggaj/
w â: jaggaj/
say how

"She will try to listen to what people say in her room."

/lék lâ:wkhû: mâj hën m a: ๒:j w â:/
/lék khâ:w mâj hën m a: ๒:j là/
Lek rice not s e e corne  PAR PAR
"Lek! How com e my food has not been served yet?"

B: /làtphon jù: ทาég/
/phàt jù: m ég/
fry AUX PAR

"They may be still cooking it."

We can see  that the main verbs of the two exam ples above are in the form of 
the secret sound patterns. The word /lagfog/ in (15) and the word /làtphog/ in (16)
both act as the main verbs of the sen tences and both words take the form of the 
secret sound patterns.

According to Panupong (1990: 56-58), AUX verbs in Thai can be classified into 
two categories: pre-AUX and post-AUX verbs. Pre-AUX verbs are verbs appearing in 
the position of the word /kamlag/ in the frame sen tence / fôn kamlag tôk/ (It is
raining). This verb category including 31 words can be classified by their co
occurrence with the word /m âj/ (= not) into three subcategories: pre-AUX verbs
occurring before, after, and before/after the word /mâj/. Post-AUX verbs are AUX



verbs which can appear in the position of /laé:w/ in their frame sentence 
/fôn tôk læ :w / (It has rained), including the following three words: /laé:w/, /jùะ/ and 
/jù:laé: พ/.

The data illustrated in (15) and (16) are examples of AUX verbs coming before 
and after main verbs. We can see  that the word Icà?I in (15) is an AUX verb
preceding the main verb /larjfoQ/. While the word /jù:/ in (16) functions as  an AUX
verb which follows the main verb /làtphor]/. The data from the blind communities
clearly suggests that the Thai blind usually leave out the AUX verbs, no matter 
w hether they come before or after main verbs, and let them remain in their original 
forms. The following figure illustrates the syntactic pattern as  d iscussed  above:

Figure 4.8 Secret sound patterns with main verbs.

VP

SECRET NORMAL
laqfor) (see (15))
làtphog jù: (see (16 B))

NORMAL
cà?
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* VP

SECRET
là?corj

NORMAL 
faq (see (15))
p h à t

t
SECRET

IÙ :joq  ( s e e  16B))

As we have discussed, two types of grammatical words, pre-verbs and post-verbs 
and AUX verbs (coming before or after main verbs), usually remain in the original 
forms while main verbs are transformed in to secret sound patterns. However, the 
data provides evidence that in c a ses  where two verbs are in adjacent positions one of 
which is not included in the two types, the two verbs are usually modified through the 
application of the secret sound patterns. The following speech  of a blind student 
gossiping about som eone with his friend in the playground in front of the Bangkok 
School for the Blind exemplifies this syntactic pattern:

/torn t หา: jù: paj klàp màjm àj ?à? tham m aj
/to: ท tหา: jù: paj klàp màjm àj ?à? tham m aj
the  m om ent tha t stay go return just PAR why

phôm  jôk lâiwkhû: 
phôm  jôk khâ:w  
I carry rice

khâw paj thujthiû: dâ:j la: j klôq
khâw paj thiûthuû: dâ:j là:j klôq
enter go uncaringly can many box

thildiaw  man bô:k tham m aj fiwhon lLÛ:thonluj:thon laéwkô:
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car] m an bo:k tham m aj hiพ  thüj:thuû: laéwkô:
quite they  say  why carry uncarlingly then

bo:k jarjrjaj mâ: to :nræ :k ma: jà:r]tham m à?da: dia
bo:k jaggaj rü : màj to:nreê:k ma: jà:t]tham m é?da: là?
say how PAR firstly corne simply PAR

laé:wkô: laé?wû? liû'.nion hâj ta: fi:tor] ko:
laé:wkô: waé? jiû:n hâj ta: fi: ko:
then stop  by give in hand to TITLE NAME however

ญ âj hën thâ:m ?à?raj ๒:j wâ: kæ: bo:k là:pkhù:plajcuj
ทภูâj hën thë:m ?à?raj ๒:j wâ: kæ: bo:k kho:pcaj
not se e  ask w hat a t all PAR he say thank you

"When I began to commute to school (no longer staying at the school 
dormitory), why can’t I carry many boxes of food to school without being 
afraid of the teachers punishment? They (his friends) asked how I could 
carry them uncaringly. Do you know? Firstly, I just simply cam e in, and 
then stopped by and handed the food to grandfather Tee. He said nothing 
but "Thank you.'"

We can see  that in this conversation, the two verbs /waé?/and /jü j:ท/ are in
adjacent positions, and both verbs play the sam e syntactic role.

เท addition, the data and the information obtained from the interviews of the 
blind groups show that the sem antic content of a verb also plays a vital role in 
determining the form of the verb in an utterance. เท a normal case, the main verb of a 
sen tence  takes its natural form in standard Thai while other words are transformed 
through the application of the in-group sound patterns, especially in the sentence 
containing a VP construction which has an adverb following the main verb (see 
section 4.2.2). However, if a sen tence containing a verb which is deem ed to be 
tabooed in Thai society or in the blind group itself, the verb is automatically 
transformed into the secret language patterns so as to reduce the offensiveness of
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the word to its listener, and, at the sam e time, may disguise the fact from the 
outsider. Let US look at the following example:

/เพ: dâ:j j àï rÙJ plà:w /
/I lu: dâ:j jét où: plà:w/
you AUX have sex or not
"Did you have a chance to have a sexual intercourse with som eone?"

ธ: /?üa jâ: ma: liû: rjaj lâw?/
/?üa jé t mia loi: gaj là?/
I have sex wife you how PAR
"I have a sexual intercourse with your wife. Don't you know that?"

เท the conversation, the blind intimates were having a private chat. Both blind 
speakers m ade fun of each other. We can see  that both sen ten ces of the adjacent 
pair contain the main verb /jà:/, equivalent to /jét/ (taboo word = to have a sexual
intercourse) in normal Thai. Of course, it is improper to utter the word directly 
although both speakers know each other well. To avoid using the offensive term, they 
transform the word into their in-group phonological pattern. As a result, the main 
verbs of the two sen tences p ossess a word form of the secret sound pattern.

Besides the application of secret phonological patterns with verbs stating 
actions or sta tes which are not usually mentioned in the conversations, the Thai blind 
also transform verbs which are euphem ism s into their secret sound patterns to 
reduce the offensiveness of taboo actions or states and conceal secre ts from the 
outsiders. W e will see  a lot of main verbs as such in VP constructions in the special 
language of the Thai blind, a s  illustrated by the following example:

/thâ: pen phôm dà?câ:i kô:ta:m thà?
/thâ: pen phôm  dâ:j kô:ta:m thà?
if be me have a sexual intercourse som ehow PAR

phôm ca? paj bà:k khon ?LÙ:n tham m aj hâ: man
phôm  ca? paj bà:k khon ?LÙ:n tham m aj là? man
1 will go tell people other why PAR It
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mâj châj riûag kainkhuj kô: na: sà?d æ :g wâ:
mâj châj riûag ka:nkhuj kô: ro:k sà?d æ :g wâ:
not be matter talking proud PAR show that

khâw jé?co: m hâj raw ?à?caw nujg
khâw jo:m hâj raw  ?aw nujg
she allow to us have a sexual intercourse one thing

khâw tog ché?cô:p raw bâ:g th iü gcà?m âj châ?cô:p
khâw tog cho:p raw bâ:g th iügcà? mâj cho:p
she must like us somewhat although not like

raw baè:p pen fa: taè: khâw ché?cô:p khw am sà?nùk
raw b æ :p pen fæ  ะท taè: khâw chô:p khw am sà?nùk
us like be boyfriend but she like happy

kàp raw na: khâw tôgka:n jà:kcà?
kàp raw nà? khâw tôgka:n jà:kcà?
with us PAR she want desire

๒:ททน:ท kàp raw /
ทว:ท kàp raw  /

sleep with Us
"If somehow I make love to som eone, why should I tell other people? It is 

not a proud story. It shows that she allows US to make love to her because she 
must like US somewhat. Although she does not like US as her boyfriend, she 
must have a desire to have fun with US. She wants to sleep with us. ..."

It is apparent from the data that the Thai blind usually use their in-group sound 
patterns with Thai euphem isms. As illustrated in the above example, there are 3 
euphem istic words referring to “’’make love”: /da?câ:j/, /?a?caw / and /lo:nnu:n/. The
three words are derived from the three euphemistic term s /da~:j/, /?aw / and /no:ท/ in 
normal Thai respectively. The data suggests that although the Thai blind use
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euphem ism s to refer to som e tabooed sta tes or actions, they still apply their in-group 
secret sound patterns with those words to avoid irritating listeners. That has much 
impact on the syntactic structure of the language use of the Thai blind. Therefore, we 
find that the main verbs containing Thai euphem isms in the speech  of the Thai blind 
are usually transformed into the secret sound patterns.

4.3.2 S ec re t so u n d  pattern  with ad v erb s

เท the previous section, we stated that the Thai blind usually apply their in
group phonological patterns to main verbs of a sentence in c a ses  where there are 
one or more verbs in sequence.. However, I have discovered from the data that the 
Thai blind usually apply their secret sound patterns to adverbs which appear after 
main verbs. This linguistic occurrence acts like an adjective which follows a noun in 
an NP construction, a s  discussed in 4.1.1. This linguistic phenom enon can be 
illustrated by the following example:

/?6 ะ j ?ar]kà: tog pràp jé?cé? càt no:/
/?o:j ?agk'it tog pràp jé? mâ:k ท à?/
I NT English must adjust much very PAR
"Oh! I think, her English awfully needs to be improved."

W e can see  that the word /jé?cé?/ is an adverb immediately following the
main verb /pràp/. The word /jé?cé?/ is the derivational form of the word /jé?/ in normal
Thai. เท this case, we can see  that the adverb /jà?cé?/ is transformed into the secret
sound pattern while the immediately preceding verb /pràp/ remains in its form in
normal Thai. My data proves that such linguistic action usually occurs in the speech 
of the Thai blind. If the utterance contains a main verb followed by an adverb, the 
adverb will take a form of the secret sound pattern while the main verb will remain 
unchanged in normal Thai.

This is illustrated in the following diagram.
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Figure 4.9 Secret sound patterns with adverbs.
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4.4 C onclusio n

Throughout this chapter, we have proven that the Thai blind usually apply their 
secre t sound patterns to content words rather than function words. We began our 
discussion of the syntactic structure in an NP construction. เท an NP which contains a 
head noun and its modifier, the head noun usually remains in a Thai standard form 
while the modifier is transformed into a secret sound pattern. เท som e cases, the head 
noun takes the form of the secret sound pattern; especially if it appears alone in an 
NP construction or it is a tabooed word or a euphemism. เท term s of the occurrence of 
the secret sound patterns in a VP construction, the blind usually apply their secret 
sound patterns with main verbs, but if there is an adverb following the main verbs, the 
adverb is usually in the form of a secret sound pattern, still, if there are a series of 
verbs (not pre-verbs, post-verbs or AUX verbs) in adjacent positions, those verbs are 
usually transform ed in the secret phonological patterns. Also, a verb which signifies a 
tabooed state or action or a euphem ism is automatically transformed into a secret 
sound pattern to reduce the offensiveness to its hearers and to conceal secrets from 
outsiders.

There is still a question of whether the Thai blind use the normal Thai to 
com m unicate among their peer group in their daily lives. If they do, why do they need 
to modify normal Thai words with newly-invented language patterns in their 
conversations? เท the next chapter, we will speculate on the motivations behind the 
use of these  phonological deviants.
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